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Abstract

Internet of Things (IoT) is an interconnection of different types of information assets in which data is continuously generated and transmitted over the Internet. Technologies of the sensor, RFID, GPS, mobile devices, and Internet-enabled actuators play a significant role in IoT systems. IoT brings out new challenges in terms of data and information management because it is not easy to collect and manage a large amount of heterogeneous data that is aggregated at very high velocity as well as to retrieve and manage the information that is hidden within this large volume of data.

In this paper, I discuss the main factors affecting the efficiency of data management in IoT systems, specifically query processing and transaction management. There are many lessons learned from traditional database systems, distributed systems, and sensor networks, however, traditional solutions are often inadequate to meet the needs of applications in such a complex ecosystem, namely IoT. In traditional database systems, for instance, query operations are usually local, and execution costs depend on the current processor power and other resource constraints (i.e. memory). On the other hand, transaction management mechanisms guarantee the ACID properties in order to provide overall data integrity. It is apparent that different types of IoT applications that operate on heterogeneous, streaming, real-time, and geographically distributed large data will significantly change the well-known aspects of querying and transaction management. Context-aware querying, distributed querying, MapReduce computing model and flexible transaction models such as web-based transaction handling are some of the current issues discussed in this paper. With the succinct yet comprehensive information presented in this work, I intend to provide a guide for researchers in the IoT systems, especially in the context of database systems.
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Öz

Nesnelerin İnterneti (IoT), verilerin sürekli olarak üretilip İnternet üzerinden iletildiği farklı tip bilgi kaynaklarından oluşan bir ağdır. Sensörler, telsiz frekans tanıma (RFID) cihazları, küresel konumlandırma sistemleri (GPS), mobil cihazlar ve Internet özkültü aktüatör teknolojileri IoT sistemi ile önemi bir rol oynamaktadır. IoT, veri ve bilgi yönetimi açısından yeni zorluklar getiriyor, çünkü çok yüksek hızda üretilen büyük miktarda heterojen veri toplamak ve işlemenin zorluğuna karşı, bu büyük veride gizlenen bilgileri almak ve yönetmek de kolay değildir.
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1. Introduction

Dissemination of data and processing has been evolved for many years so that several variants of distributed systems with different names have emerged. Among them, the Internet is a global computer network which provides various information and communication facilities. The degree of heterogeneity, scalability, availability, and autonomy of individual sites are the main aspects of distributed processing systems. Since optimizing data processing performance is already crucial for centralized systems, it is considered to be a matter of paramount importance for large-scale data processing within distributed systems.

When we look at the evolution of the Internet, there are a number of salient milestones such as World Wide Web (WWW), Web 2.0, social media and Internet of Things (IoT), each one has many different types of applications, standards, and protocols inside. While WWW is just the "internet of content", Web 2.0 evolves to exchanging structured information via web services. By means of SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), a web-service messaging protocol, web-serviced "programs" that run on different operating systems interact with each other using HTTP and XML and/or JSON (JavaScript Object Notation). There is a more recent easy-to-use protocol as an alternative to SOAP nowadays, named as REST (Representational State Transfer), with a more flexible architecture.

With adding smartphones and their applications to "internet of services" with an affordable broadband access has exposed "internet of people", named as social media. The most distinguished feature of this current era is the user-generated content websites, like Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn etc. Most social media websites publish their APIs that enables websites (or applications) to customize the social data easily and to process with a better-integrated manner. Nowadays, as an example, there are many REST-compliant APIs embedded in various programming languages, and, special query languages over social data like Facebook Query Language. This has been a revolution in terms of data access and processing within web-based applications.

The last revolution in the way of using the Internet is named as the Internet of Things (IoT) that enables machines to communicate autonomously with other machines. "Machine" or "Thing" means here everyday objects such as a pen, refrigerator or even ourselves. Connecting all those "things" to Internet transparently is the main promise of IoT. When everyday objects become part of information systems and end-user applications, it is apparent that people's everyday life may change dramatically.

Managing this unprecedented quantity of digital data generated both from people's daily lives (social data) and from the "things" with a smooth integration bring about many new approaches, applications, protocols, algorithms under the name of data science. All those innovations range from marketing industry to even database internals. Manufacturing, healthcare, and transportation are just some of the industries to profit from the IoT sector. By 2020, it is expected that the number of Internet-enabled devices used in manufacturing and daily life will be more than 50 billion [1].

For all stages of evolution of the Internet, from WWW to IoT, we can ask the question: "What is the motivation for all those rapid innovations?" My short answer is "to develop a more integrated environment in which machines and humans seamlessly interact with each other in a more context-aware manner". In such an extremely heterogeneous environment, every entity including persons, places, computers, software (all "things") should interact with each other so that the system is able to behave in a manner consistent with the users' work at the moment. In fact, this is the context-awareness and its indications can be seen at the beginning of WWW, and even at all types of computing systems in history. The context-aware computing systems (also known as Pervasive Computing or Ubiquitous Computing systems) customize its services based on the user's preferences. The context may be any type of information about entities depending on time, location and weather mostly.

As an example, think of a context-aware framework that predicts traffic status based on real-time data collected from sensors in the vehicles/roads (for vehicle or road current condition) and historical traffic data and the daily social activities in the city and weather. In such an environment, the drivers may be routed instantly under different levels of congestions to get a better traffic density distribution overall. Having smooth integration of more sensitive information collected from different types of sensors, the context-aware system will be able to tune the traffic distribution better.

There are many standardization problems and technical challenges before IoT effectively takes part in our daily life. Among these challenges, data processing, concurrency, heterogeneity, scalability, security, privacy, identification, and addressability are some issues of IoT. In this paper, I focus on database issues related to IoT systems. In next section, I start describing traditional DBMS technology. Inadequacies of the relational model for IoT systems, NoSQL databases, MapReduce framework, flexible transaction models and streaming data processing will be presented in section 3. I conclude the paper in Section 4.

2. Traditional DBMS Technology: Relational (Parallel) DBMS

In this section, I briefly review of traditional DBMS technologies. I attempt to make some clarifications about the need for new approaches on traditional DBMS, which has already great wealth and value in IT industry. The most important actuator in this evolution is, of course, the evolution of the Internet as I discussed in the introduction.
In a relational database management system (RDBMS), data is stored in tables (relations), conforming to a predefined schema. Design process basically includes many phases like normalization, materialization to satisfy the proper constraints for a particular application. SQL, a declarative data manipulation language, dramatically increase application development and end-user productivity. Since DBMS is expected to serve multiple clients concurrently in a real-time manner, query processing and optimization need considerable attention in terms of performance. Having stored the critical (that is, statistical) information (with regular refreshments) needed for query evaluation in system catalog tables, almost the best execution plan is generated in today's centralized DBMSs. Query execution plan, represented as a query tree, includes many low-level physical operations like filtering, joining, sorting, merging, grouping, materialization, etc. Each one can be executed with different algorithms (i.e. merge-join, nested loop join, hash join etc.) based on different system conditions. It is not an easy task to execute many query trees together within a limited amount of resources without sacrificing the high system throughput. Another aspect of DBMS technology is about the data integrity (or reliability). When some users update data while others concurrently read data, reliability and efficiency receive the second considerable attention. This brings out the notion of transactions which is the other essential part of DBMSs. This notion must satisfy some properties so-called ACID. Many transactions, called as indivisible programs access database concurrently with interleaving of read/write actions from different transactions. The concurrency is indispensable for system utilization and hence performance, it is a major threat to data integrity (i.e. consistency and isolation). Concurrent operation of transactions is mostly accomplished with lock-based protocols in today's relational database systems. On the other hand, ensuring the atomicity and durability of database transactions is implemented with rollback function for an incomplete transaction and commit function for providing durability with some protocols such as undo-redo, undo-only and redo-only. There are many well-studied and efficient algorithms both in query execution and transaction processing that satisfy reliable data processing. Now, I turn to very large databases, namely distributed or parallel DBMSs, that is, a database is distributed over many machines. When data storage and computation are distributed, many database system internals needs to be changed. While it is possible to take advantage of parallelism for some execution algorithms with minor modifications, joining tables on many servers is a difficult task for distributed relational databases [2]. Since relational model system solutions, in general, have the scalability problem, "one size fits all" would become more problematic for highly dynamic systems like IoT. On the other hand, transaction processing algorithms (related to lock management and commitment) is very complex in relational distributed databases. Assuring atomicity of distributed transaction that has components at several sites and its execution in a serializable manner with other distributed transactions require likewise complex algorithms such as 2-phase commit, distributed recovery and distributed locking.


NoSQL, the so-called "Not Only SQL" systems are very large database systems distributed over large-scale data storage. NoSQL databases stores and processes irregular or heterogeneous data in a massively parallel manner over a set of commodity computers [3]. Typically generated data in IoT systems are very irregular and heterogeneous and need to be handled with more flexible techniques than those in relational systems. Today, Google, Amazon, Facebook, Twitter etc., most of the largest web companies are using NoSQL based solutions. The reason for severe impact of this new generation databases over traditional relational systems (like parallel DBMS) is that all important design philosophies on system internals, ranging from data modeling/storing and processing and system integrity dramatically change based on some motivations. In the following subsections, I present 5 motivations for a novel distributed database system, especially with regard to characteristics of IoT systems. In fact, first four have already been motivations for NoSQL databases. In some motivations, I briefly introduce the related current technologies, such as MapReduce, BASE principles and stream processing. In the last subsection, I present the most accepted classification of NoSQL data models with a sample IoT application that fits each model.

3.1. Motivation 1: Data Modelling

First changes are in data storage models. After the 2000s, by means of ever-increasing advancement in web technologies, a significant part of database research has motivated to store and process semi-structured data. The idea here is that the real world can be represented better in semi-structured data since entities in the real world are not so regular (or structured) so that at any time additional attributes can be introduced while the formers may be absent in some of the newer data items. In very heterogeneous and dynamic systems like IoT, rapid inter-relations of things constantly change the database's physical and logical schema requirements. Thus, the schema-less approach would be the best-suited solution.

3.2. Motivation 2: Data Processing

Another motivation is the need for fast processing of big data distributed over multiple heterogeneous nodes. Generally, although it is not impossible, it is not easy to express complex events in such environments with SQL. Parallel processing tasks may be expressed with database queries and if needed, with user-defined functions however large-scale and heterogeneous data manipulation is not efficient with SQL internal algorithms. Because, as pointed out earlier, executing
join algorithms within a distributed environment becomes complex as the number of joining tables increases [4]. Thus there are 2 important drawbacks of parallel RDBMS, first is the deficiency of SQL expressive power, the second is the complexity and parallel execution performance degradation.

For example, extracting the outgoing links from a set of HTML documents is difficult to express in SQL systems. Another example can be given from the famous Google Maps which provides navigation guide based on real-time traffic information. The applications should process all road segments within the requested area, then render and display with the most appropriate route. These applications and many others inherently consist of a variety of data types (i.e. audio, video, images, time series), and they cannot be easily processed with classical SQL join and/or aggregation algorithms. Instead, natural language processing, linear algebra, machine learning, text search/mining, and graph algorithms are some of the analytical techniques for processing the emerging data types [5].

Instead of traditional SQL execution algorithms, NoSQL databases usually use the Map-Reduce (MR) model [6] for processing the large amounts of data. There are many discussion papers [7-9] and research blogs [10] on these two technologies. Among them, I briefly present two of them comparing the two classes of systems in detail [7, 8]. First, parallel DBMS and MR both process data over “shared nothing” architectures. Secondly, relational DBMSs requires a pre-defined strict schema, whereas MR directly processes data in any arbitrary format. Many differences in indexing, compression optimizations, programming models, data distribution strategies, and query execution strategies even make these technologies incomparable in a fair manner.

According to its “simplicity” goal, MR framework consists of only 2 functions, Map and Reduce, in which key-value data pairs are processed. Once map function divides the computation work into smaller sub-problems based on the “keys” and then distribute them to available nodes, the aggregate function accumulates distributed individual results and then forms the end result. The number of maps and reduce instances and their locations and organizing the system-level tasks on each node are decided by global MR scheduler. Parallel relational database systems also apply this parallel execution framework, however, the main problem is the fact that the process to load data into relational tables conforming to a rigid predefined schema and parallel query optimization take longer than the MR system [8]. Conversely, MapReduce can process data without loaded into a database. Additionally, there are many valuable implementation tricks to diminish the execution costs in MR system internals [6].

In IoT systems, the operations are typically "append" nature that is heterogeneous data is progressively generated in sensors, as distinct from intensive "updates" in OLTP tables (a kind of relational database). If the sensor data is going to be analyzed especially only once or twice, loading them into a relational database would be unacceptably slow. Another difficulty is the need for additional software to load heterogeneous data into the database. Even though all these difficulties are handled smoothly, rapid inter-relations of “things” constantly change the database's physical and logical schema requirements [7].

On the other hand, the salient advantage of the relational system is the efficient usage of built-in index structures (like B-tree) even if SQL programmer does not need to be aware of [8]. This is also possible in MR systems but MR programmers must “implement” indexes to accelerate the accesses to the data required for the application. I strongly recommend reading those comparison papers for interested readers [7-10].

Now, the question is: “Where, in IoT systems do we prefer parallel DBMS over MapReduce or vice versa?” As pointed in [11], once data in IoT framework is generated by the end-point “things”, they are, if not all of them, reported to aggregation points and then periodically pushed into the network (typically, cloud) and subsequently to a parallel DBMS. This enables a globalized view of data and understanding of critical long-term trends of applications which is important for data mining. On the other hand, real-time and localized services usually do not propagate data further up to parallel DBMS that is far in the framework, instead, autonomous processing units nearby the sensor nodes may be used. (Nowadays, this type of processing is named as edge or fog computing). I think that MapReduce style is best suited for edge processing so that real-time data is processed in quasi-real-time without loading into DBMS. Although the sensor nodes do not have powerful characteristics (like CPU, battery, memory, bandwidth) and Map Reduce is, on the contrary, originally designed for running on a cluster of commodity servers, specialized Map-reduce frameworks may be best suited for IoT data processing. The works in [12, 13] strengthen this idea.

MapReduce framework seems to be the most appropriate for IOT systems since sensor data is repetitive in nature and as exemplified at the beginning of this section, typical calculations usually require linear analytical algorithms that can be easily transformed to map and reduce functions. On the other hand, latency-sensitive applications such as identifying potential fraud, authentication, and recommending personalized content need special processing techniques different from Map Reduce. Because Map Reduce provides a fast batch processing of big data and does not concern velocity challenges. Traditional techniques may be better for such applications.

3.3. Motivation 3: System Recovery
This motivation is about fault-tolerance. As data sets are disseminated, fault-tolerant computation becomes more crucial. Horizontal data scaling that is, partitioning data across multiple machines is good in terms of scalability whereas it brings out new problems during execution
Apart from hardware/software problems, the systems may abort some low-priority tasks in some processing units for higher-priority tasks. In such cases, it would be inefficient to re-execution of all other tasks in other processing units, especially for long-running queries. Likely, parallel RDBMS, unfortunately, handles faults during execution with such a coarse-grained approach. This is actually due to the fact that 2-phase commit protocol is robust but very strict (Classical database textbooks like [4] are good sources for interested readers). Therefore, flexible, and global fault tolerance techniques at the system level and/or application level are needed. In fact, horizontal partitioning with a high level of fault-tolerance has been the basic motivation of NoSQL systems. With successful horizontal scaling in NoSQL databases, system resources (cluster nodes at the high granularity) are used most efficiently, providing that a high availability without sacrificing parallel processing power. This is good for IoT systems, because, they are run typically over wireless sensor networks which have usually low-band and non-reliable connections. In contrast, to accommodate growth, relational database management systems vertically scale up by increasing the capacity of system hardware.

Lastly, MapReduce-based systems are well-known for their simple yet efficient mechanisms to handle different kinds of failures [15].

3.4. Motivation 4: System Integrity

Distributed databases that are processing web data with high performance and availability are not expected to adhere to ACID properties due to the fact that while ACID guarantees system integrity at the high level, it causes execution performance degradation. However, complete integrity is not a concern for all applications. For example, while bank transactions require a high level of consistency, in social networking applications, it is more important to serve the millions of simultaneous users in the fastest way. It is clear that in such applications, availability is more important. As a trade-off, however, consistency can be delayed a bit. Basically, in NoSQL databases, Consistency and Isolation properties can be relaxed to gain availability by modifying the behavior of long duration locks. Because they are known as the main bottleneck for system global availability. Additionally, reducing the read latency are usually achieved by replicating data over multiple nodes [9].

Resulting new principles are named as the BASE (Basically Available, Soft State, Eventual consistency). The BASE is already considered as a better model for web applications. Basically, BASE systems allow queries to read dirty data. In such systems, clients may experience some inconsistencies as updates are in progress, however, the system guarantees that the data will eventually reach the expected consistent state [9].

To sum up, the main idea is to provide the best combination of consistency and availability for each application. This flexible approach is best suited for heterogeneous application environments like IoT.

3.5. Motivation 5: Streaming Processing

Instead of store and pull model of traditional database systems, integrated data stream processing is typically based on the data, that is, the system intelligently calculates new results as data arrive. Therefore, in such systems, continuous querying is required. Continuous querying aims continuously evaluating streaming data by using incremental algorithms without optimizing queries from scratch as much as possible [14]. IoT systems typically generate append-only streams and continuous query processors are needed over this activity data. Moreover, due to the enormous and unlimited nature of the data flow, all history cannot be stored for future use. Thus, intelligent sampling and filtering algorithms are needed for a better archiving.

The characteristics mentioned above changes the data processing style within database systems. Additionally, significant limitations in expressing streaming data with SQL emerges many new research topics under the name of DSMS(data stream management systems). A fundamental concept in data stream systems is the sliding “window”, defined as a basic processing unit. [16].

A key research issue for DSMSs is deciding on the best data model and query language. In database literature, there have been many proposals to model the behavior of streaming data, having different query languages associated with them [17-19]. Additionally, NoSQL databases relax many of the traditional constraints associated with streaming data. For example, Apache Kafka [20], is a distributed streaming platform that stores and processes stream of records in a fault-tolerant durable way.

3.6. NoSQL Databases

By its flexible nature, different data models and processing frameworks (like MapReduce) have emerged under the name of NoSQL. I now introduce the most accepted classification of NoSQL data models: key/value, document, wide-column, and graph data models [16]. I will not describe each model in detail here, however, I point out their some distinguishing characteristics that may be important for IoT systems. Each model is characterized to get better performance for different applications. For each model, I give some sample IoT application that fits this model.

First, key/value model simply store key-value pairs in distributed hash tables. Since lookup for a key item is extremely fast and the scalability is the best among others it may be used in applications like managing user profiles/sessions. Dynamo, Amazon’s Highly Available Key-value Store is a major contributor to this model.

Second, document model stores each record within a standard document format. Various query and analytics tools can query both semi-structured data elements within document objects and the structure of the document itself. Document-oriented databases are
well suited for different types of applications that require management of different documents (namely content or blog management) like text, email, multimedia, XML and user-generated tweets/comments.

Third, wide-column databases store data in columns rather than rows by means of key/value pairs. This type of storage is good for data compression and aggregate queries. The column-store technology is particularly suitable to process big data in MapReduce framework. In the IoT traffic analytics example that I gave in the introduction, statistical machine learning algorithms on historical data and sensitive real-time information collected from sensors can be processed in MapReduce framework in a quasi-real-time manner. BigTable started in 2004 by Google is a major contributor in this model.

Last, Graph databases stores data within a set of nodes for objects, edges for objects’ relationships, and properties for object and relationship attributes expressed as key/value pairs. RDF stores, a semantic web database is a good example that can be stored and processed in graph databases [21].

Figure 1 below shows the NoSQL family in terms of data complexity versus scalability. For example, social network and semantic data are considered as complex data and best managed with graph data model, while very large-scale of simple key/value collections are considered as simple data and best managed with key/value or wide-column data model.

![Figure 1. Comparison of NoSQL family with relational model in terms of complexity and scalability](image)

In the last decade, there have been many evaluations and comparisons over different types of databases including relational and NoSQL family in order to reveal their differences in performance, usage, and complexity [9], [22, 23]. Among them, extensive test results for four popular databases (MySQL, MongoDB, CouchDB, and Redis) located in the cloud are presented in a thesis [9]. The tests including basic read/write operations with different workloads are run to measure the average latency for each database system. The workloads include two typical IoT data types: sensor scalar data and multimedia data. The experiments are conducted with many other setup parameters such as the number of concurrent clients, query types and database configurations. The test results report the latency of bulk insert, read/write latency and index support in the query performance. This thesis shows the popularity of NoSQL databases against conventional relational database systems, especially for IoT systems. I believe that this valuable thesis can be a good starting point for those who are curious the pros and cons of current database systems.

4. Conclusion

Having a better understanding of how collective data is used with the evolution of the Internet, intelligent algorithms, and tools to analyze this information may add greater efficiency to our lives with making our society safer and healthier. IoT’s main promise is to integrate the physical objects seamlessly with the Internet, specifically with the web services. Eventually, “things” can become active participants in our daily life and business processes. Services may interact with these “smart objects” by querying their state and any related information. Since IoT systems generate a large amount of data at very high velocity, appropriate data management is maybe the most critical part of this ecosystem. In this paper, I listed 5 motivations to better understand the need for new approaches over traditional DBMS design principals. In the first 4 motivations, I introduced schema-less approach, MapReduce data processing framework with horizontal scalability and high fault-tolerance, then discussed the relaxing some of the ACID properties which are considered as the distinguished issues of emerging database technologies. At the last motivation, I introduce streaming data processing and its importance for IoT systems.

I conclude that while NoSQL databases open new perspectives providing improved availability and flexibility that is a need in IoT systems, it is apparent that there is still much more room for future research for data management of IoT systems.
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